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Simulation of the Performance of Graphene FETs
With a Semiclassical Model, Including
Band-to-Band Tunneling
Alan Paussa, Gianluca Fiori, Pierpaolo Palestri, Matteo Geromel, David Esseni,
Giuseppe Iannaccone, and Luca Selmi

Abstract— We assess the analog/RF intrinsic performance
of graphene FETs (GFETs) through a semiclassical transport
model, including local and remote phonon scattering as well as
band-to-band tunneling generation and recombination, validated
by comparison with full quantum results over a wide range
of bias voltages. We found that scaling is expected to improve
the fT , and that scattering plays a role in reducing both
the fT and the transconductance also in sub-100-nm GFETs.
Moreover, we observed a strong degradation of the device performance due to the series resistances and source/drain to channel
underlaps.
Index Terms— Band-to-band tunneling (BTBT), Boltzmann
transport equation, graphene FET (GFET), graphene monolayer,
nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF), RF transistors,
WKB approximation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

UE TO its high carrier mobility, graphene is being widely
investigated as an alternative channel material for future
MOSFETs. Much of the attention has recently shifted to the
use of graphene in RF transistors, where the OFF-current is
less critical than in digital circuits and the high carrier velocity
allows to achieve large cutoff frequencies ( f T ) [1]–[6].
Numerical models for accurate simulation of realistic, large
area graphene devices are necessary to understand experimental results and optimize device performance, in particular,
in view of analog/RF applications [7], [8]. Semiclassical
transport models are well justified to this purpose, since they
naturally incorporate the scattering mechanisms responsible
for mobility degradation [9], [10]. However, band-to-band
tunneling (BTBT), which is a purely quantum mechanical
effect, causes large output conductance, excess OFF-current,
and ambipolar behavior [8], [11]. Quantum transport models
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based on the nonequilibrium Green’s functions (NEGFs) with
a tight-binding (TB) Hamiltonian [12] provide a rigorous treatment for the BTBT and ballistic transport in graphene devices;
some scattering mechanisms (for instance, inelastic phonons)
have been added as well [13]. Compared with the NEGF, the
semiclassical approach is computationally more efficient in
the simulation of long-channel devices and allows for an easier
and less computationally demanding implementation of a large
variety of scattering mechanisms [10], [14], [15].
In this paper, we first present (Section II) an original
implementation of the BTBT in a Monte Carlo (MC) model to
solve the semiclassical transport in graphene FETs (GFETs)
with large width and arbitrary gate length, improving the one
presented in [14]. Second, in Section III, we validate our
BTBT model by comparison with state-of-the-art TB-NEGF
simulations and we identify the region of operation, where the
model is more reliable. Finally, in Section IV, we evaluate
the IV characteristics and RF figures of merit of intrinsic
GFETs with different channel lengths and source/drain (S/D)
to channel underlaps.
II. M ODELS ’ D ESCRIPTION
As for the semiclassical MC model, we have extended to
short-channel GFETs, the MC simulator for uniform transport
presented in [10]. In particular, we have coupled in a selfconsistent loop the Boltzmann transport equations for electrons
and holes (solved with a MC technique) to the nonlinear
Poisson equation. The gapless energy dispersion relation
E = h̄v f |k| is assumed, which is adequate for wide devices
as those considered for analog/RF applications. Translational
invariance is assumed along the width direction. We have
modeled the acoustic and optical phonons of the graphene
as in [16] and the remote phonons originating in surrounding
dielectrics using the remote phonon model presented in [10]
and [17]. The degeneracy of the carriers has been taken
into account with a careful numerical implementation of the
rejection technique originally proposed in [18]. The carriers
are injected in the simulation domain adapting the approach
of [19] to graphene as described in [14]. The derivatives of the
potential at the source and the drain edges have been set to zero
in the Poisson equation, similarly to what is done in the NEGF
solvers [20]. We have validated the semiclassical transport
model at low electric field by comparison with experimental
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the potential energy profile along the channel in a ballistic
GFET. E F,S (E F,D ) denotes the Fermi level at the source (drain) contact.
The fluxes of particles contributing to f v − f c at the source and drain are
also indicated. The sketch refers to a situation where the channel is n-type.

mobility of graphene foils and ribbons as a function of the
carrier density, ribbon width, and temperature [17].
Concerning the BTBT, since wide graphene sheets have
zero bandgap, we have employed a local model described
in terms of generation–recombination [14]. We derived the
net generation rate, following the WKB approximation and,
consistently with [21] and [22], we obtained (see Appendix)



k 2y h̄v f π
e|F|( f v − f c ) +∞
dk y exp −
G BTBT − RBTBT ≈
π 2 h̄
e|F|
−∞
3/2

f v − f c e|F|
(1)
= 2√
h̄
π vf
where |F| is the magnitude of the local electric field in
the transport direction x, v f is the Fermi velocity, and f v
and f c are, respectively, the local occupation probabilities
of the particles impinging on the classical turning points in
the valence and in the conduction bands. Note that (1) is
fully consistent with the expression of the junction resistance
at zero bias (R) given in [21]. In fact, R is related to the
tunneling current per unit energy JE (E) around the Fermi level
by R = [e JE ]−1 . Since the BTBT rate is G BTBT = |F|JE ,
we get R = |F|/(eG BTBT ). Since [21] assumes that valence
band is full and the conduction band is empty, we conclude
that [21, eq. (1)] is fully consistent with (1) of this paper.
Similar reasoning can be used to show the consistency with
[22, eq. (3)].1
For deriving (1) (see Appendix), we assumed that, for a
given energy E, the occupation functions f v and f c have a
negligible dependence on parallel wave function k y . This is
indeed an approximation, but the comparison with the NEGF
results in Section III suggests that the associated error is
acceptable.
Fig. 1 depicts the particle fluxes, which are relevant in
determining f v and f c . At the drain side, due to the large and
negative electric field, only holes with positive group velocity
(with occupation f h+ ) contribute to f v and only electrons with
negative group velocity (occupation probability f e− ) contribute
to fc , since the other fluxes are not impinging the classical
turning points. In regions with large and positive electric field
1 In this case the equation in [22] gives the conductance, but g = R −1 =
eG BTBT /|F|. Furthermore, the expression in [22] contains the term k f /d
that, using our notation and units, can be related to the electric field by (see
last line in the first column of [22, p. 1]) as (k f /d) = (e|F|)/(h̄v f ).
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instead (as at the source side of the channel) only the flux
f h− contributes to fv and flux f e+ contributes to f c . Note that
this formulation of the net BTBT rate naturally includes the
generation as well as the recombination that are both important
in the GFETs. Particles are generated at each time-step of the
MC procedure and their k y value is assigned according to
the distribution set by the total generation rate [exponential
dependence on k 2y in (1)]. Compared with more accurate
models for chiral tunneling in graphene [23], [24], this model
does not account for wave functions mismatch [23], considers
k y ranging from −∞ to ∞ (consistently with the assumption
of a local process, see Appendix) and averages the dependence
on the carriers angle. However, the good agreement with the
NEGF simulations reported in the following suggests that
these effects are of small relevance in practical, wide channel,
GFETs designs.
Our approach for the BTBT is similar to that of [15], but
the expression of the net generation rate appears to differ by
a factor of 1/4 in the argument of the exponential in (1) and
f v and f c are estimated and used in a different way compared
with [15]. The consistency with [21] and [22] and the good
agreement with the NEGF results shown in the following
support the validity of (1) in this paper.
In our model, we also consider interband recombination
assisted by phonons. The recombination rate is simply given
by the following expression [25]:
min (n,p)
(2)
τ
where n and p are, respectively, the electron and hole concentrations and τ is the recombination time; we used a constant
τ = 1 ps in all the calculations, consistently with the lowest
value for τ provided in [25] for n = p ≈ 1012 cm−2 .
We will see (Section IV-A) that in the considered devices
R I R is essentially negligible, so that more advanced models
do not appear to be necessary. The value τ = 1 ps is also
consistent with the lowest generation/recombination time due
to interband transitions assisted by Coulomb scattering as
estimated in [26].
The MC results are compared with a full-quantum model
where the 2-D Poisson equation is solved self-consistently
with the open-boundary Schrödinger equation and implemented in the open-source code NanoTCAD ViDES [27].
More details are provided in [28].
RI R =

III. M ODEL C OMPARISON
We started by comparing the NEGF results with (1) in a
simple uniform device characterized by a constant electric
field. The boundary conditions in the NEGF are such that
f v = 1 and f c = 0, so the same values have been used
in (1). Therefore, at this stage, we are essentially testing the
maximum magnitude of the tunneling rate, obtained when the
occupations of the initial and the final states are not limiting
the BTBT phenomena. Fig. 2 shows that the net generation
rate of (1) employed by the MC is in excellent agreement
with the NEGF results over a wide range of electric fields.
Introducing the factor 1/4 in the exponential of [15, eq. (1)]
would produce a noticeable doubling of the BTBT rate.
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Fig. 2. BTBT generation rate calculated by the semiclassical [closed symbols,
(1)] and NEGF (open symbols) models in a uniform electric field F. Note
the 3/2 slope consistently with the F 3/2 term in (1).
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Fig. 4. (a) Output characteristics calculated by the MC (closed symbols)
and the NEGF (open symbols) models for the L G = 30-nm double-gate
GFET sketched in Fig. 3(a) with no underlap and (b) with a 10-nm underlap
between the gates and the S/D extensions. Dotted lines: MC current obtained
by neglecting BTBT at VTG = VBG = 0.25 V.

Fig. 3. Sketch of the devices used (a) for comparison of MC and NEGF
simulators and (b) to study the effects of scattering on the main RF figures
of merit. L und is the length of the undoped underlap region placed between
the doped source and drain regions that is not covered by the gate.

Fig. 5.
Simulations for the device in Fig. 3(a) without underlap at
VTG = VBG = 0.5 V. (a) Potential energy and (b) net carrier density (n- p)
along the channel calculated by the MC (closed symbols) and NEGF (open
symbols) models at VDS = 0.5 V. (c) Potential energy calculated by the MC
at VDS = 0.1 V (dashed) and 0.5 V (solid).

We have then compared the two models considering a
double-gate GFET with a channel length of 30 nm, two 1-nmthick SiO2 layers as top and bottom-gate dielectrics, uniformly
doped source and drain extensions (N D = 5×1013 cm−2 ) with
an abrupt doping profile. Furthermore, we have considered
both a perfect alignment between the gate and S/D extensions
and a 10-nm underlap at the source and drain sides [sketched
in Fig. 3(a)].
The scattering mechanisms (acoustical, optical, and remote
phonons) and the interband recombination assisted by phonons
have been switched off in the MC model for a fair comparison
with the ballistic NEGF results. Fig. 4(a) shows that the current
calculated by the semiclassical model (closed symbols) is
in quite good agreement with the NEGF simulations (open
symbols) over a wide range of VDS and VTG = VBG values
for the device without underlap.
A similar agreement and, as expected, essentially the same
current values (not shown) have been achieved for shorter
gate lengths (down to 15 nm), different tox (up to 3 nm)
and for various temperatures (up to 100 °C). The output
conductance is large, especially at low gate voltages, where
also the transconductance is low, thus leading to very low
intrinsic gains as previously reported in [11]. The output
characteristics instead saturate to an almost constant value
when the BTBT is switched off in the MC simulator [dotted
line in Fig. 4(a)]. The currents reported in Fig. 4(a) are much
higher than the published experimental data, mainly because
the simulations do not account for scattering, self-heating,
and series resistance [9]. In particular, both the semiclassical

and the full quantum simulators assume that graphene can
be doped with high concentration of ions such that the
lateral electric field is essentially null in the S/D regions; in
addition, ideal ohmic contacts are assumed, so that the applied
VDS directly translates into a difference of the source and drain
Fermi levels. Realistic models of metal contacting graphene
as in [29]–[31] are at present mainly aimed to estimate the
resistance at low VDS and are not straightforward to implement
in the MC simulator. Consequently, our results should be
considered as an upper limit of the drain current in the intrinsic
device with ideal contacts and null series resistance.
Fig. 4(b) shows that a good agreement between the models
has been obtained also for a device with underlap. As expected,
the introduction of a 10-nm underlap reduces the control of
the gates over the channel and degrades the transconductance,
whereas the output conductance remains high due to appreciable BTBT.
Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows that the potential energy profile and
the net carrier density (n-p) calculated with the MC and NEGF
models are in a quite good mutual agreement. Increasing VDS
leads to an increase of the hole current and hole density in
the channel due to the BTBT; this in turn lowers the potential
barrier height at the source side [Fig. 5(c)], thus leading to an
increase of the electron concentration [8]. This is responsible
for the rapid increase of the current with VDS shown in Fig. 4.
It is also interesting to note that, as shown in Fig. 5(a),
the channel potential is almost flat in the ballistic case,
thus validating the assumption embraced in the semiclassical
ballistic calculations of [5].
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Fig. 6. (a) Comparison between the transcharacteristics calculated by the
MC (closed symbols) and the NEGF (open symbols) models for the device
of Fig. 3(a) without underlap, for VDS = 0.25 and 0.5 V. (b) Comparison
between the average net carrier density p-n in the channel calculated by the
two models for negative gate voltages at VDS = 0.25 V.

Fig. 6(a) compares the transfer characteristics calculated by
the two models for the double-gate GFET shown in Fig. 3(a)
for various VDS . As expected, a good agreement is observed
for positive VTG = VBG . However, for negative gate biases,
the current of the MC is lower than the one provided by the
NEGF, although the inversion charges are similar [Fig. 6(b)].
The discrepancy shows up when the type of carriers in the
channel is not the same as in the S/D extensions. In fact, we
have verified that for a p+ S/D doping and VTG < 0, the
MC model provides, as expected, the same results calculated
with n+ S/D and VTG > 0, but with p(x) and n(x) exchanged
(not shown). The origin of the discrepancy in Fig. 6(a) for
VTG < 0 stems from the approximations made in deriving (1),
where an average, effective f v and fc is taken out of the
integral over k y . This simplification is adequate to compute
the correct hole concentration [Fig. 6(b)], but it affects the
k y distribution of the generated holes yielding a current which
deviates from the NEGF results [Fig. 6(a)]. However, we see in
Fig. 6(a) that the ambipolar behavior of GFETs is qualitatively
captured by the MC model and the ION /IOFF ratio (the relevant
performance metric from a device engineer perspective) is in
fairly good agreement with the NEGF calculations. For these
reasons, in the following, we will consider only devices in
which the channel charge is dominated by the same type
of carriers, which are present in the S/D extensions (i.e., in
devices with n+ S/D, we consider only VTG > 0).

Fig. 7.
Simulated output characteristics for the single-gate device with
L G = 100 nm [Fig. 3(b)], considering and not considering the scattering
mechanisms, for VTG = 0.5 and 1 V. The dashed line with small symbols
refers to a temperature of 400 K, whereas in the rest of this paper, we assume
300 K.

Fig. 8. Hole current component of the output characteristics shown in Fig. 7,
considering and not considering the scattering mechanisms, for VTG = 0.5
and 1 V.

Starting with the ballistic simulations, the point of minimum
output conductivity in Fig. 7 corresponds to the threshold
voltage for hole current injection from the drain (Fig. 8)
and it takes place at lower VDS as VTG is reduced. In fact,
low VTG means that the channel potential energy (in ballistic
simulations the channel potential is essentially flat) is closer to
the source Fermi level, so that a small VDS (that is the distance
between the drain and source Fermi levels) is needed to start
hole injection. However, above the point of minimum output
conductance, the current increases not only due to the hole
contribution, but also because the injected holes change the
device electrostatics, modifying the source barrier, and leading
to enhanced electron injection from the source [14].

IV. R ESULTS
In this section, the MC simulator, which has been previously
validated against mobility data [17] and NEGF calculations, is
used to analyze the effect of carrier scattering in GFETs with
various gate length L G . A similar analysis was performed in
[14] but with a different estimation of ( f v − f c ) that has been
improved in this paper.
We have simulated a single-gate device [sketched in
Fig. 3(b)] with L G = 100 nm, 5-nm Al2 O3 top-gate dielectric,
and 300-nm SiO2 substrate, without underlap between the gate
and the S/D extensions, inspired by the devices fabricated
in [3]. Fig. 7 reports the output characteristics calculated for
VTG = 0.5 and 1 V with (closed symbols) or without (open
symbols) scattering.

A. Effect of Scattering and Temperature
In Fig. 7, we see that the effect of the scattering (the
graphene intrinsic phonons and the remote phonons stemming
from the gates dielectrics, see Section II) is twofold: it
decreases the current and it broadens the regions of the output
characteristics with low output conductance. Although the
former effect is obvious, the latter needs an explanation. Fig. 8
shows the contribution of the hole current to the total current
in Fig. 7. As can be seen, the hole current is significantly
reduced by scattering because of two effects. First, scattering
has an influence on the term ( f v − f c ) of the net generation rate
expression (1); as explained in Section II, this term accounts
for the occupation of the states impinging the classical turning
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Fig. 9.
Simulated output characteristics for the single-gate device with
L G = 100 nm [Fig. 3(b)] for VTG = 0.5, 0.8, and 1 V, including
100-μm source and drain bias-independent series resistances.

point (see also Fig. 1). Generation takes place at the drain side
and f c = f e− is null above E FD in the ballistic case, whereas it
is increased (thus decreasing the BTBT generation rate at the
drain) when scattering is activated, since part of the electrons
entering the drain is backscattered and hits the classical turning
point. Scattering also increases the f v = f h− term at the
source, thus increasing the BTBT recombination. Second, the
potential energy profile along the channel is no longer flat [14]
[as it is in ballistic simulations, see Fig. 5(c)] and this tends to
contrast hole injection at the drain. So, the current in the high
VDS region (above the threshold for hole injection) is lower
than in the ballistic case. At the same time, in the low VDS
region, where electrons dominate the transport, backscattering
of the injected electrons reduces the current. All these effects
tend to flatten the output characteristics with respect to the
case of ballistic transport. The above reasoning helps explain
why the output characteristics of GFETs are flatter in long
devices [32], since in this case the effect of the scattering
is even stronger than in the 100-nm device considered here.
Finally, we see that the threshold at which the hole current
becomes visible is lower at low VTG , consistently with the
semiclassical ballistic model in [5].
Phonon-assisted interband recombination has a very modest effect. For example, for the 100-nm device biased at
VTG = 0.5 V and VDS = 0.3 V, this mechanism is
responsible for ∼1% change in the current. For the same
device and bias as above, remote and local phonons limit the
current to 2.03 mA/μm, whereas with local phonons only,
it is 2.8 mA/μm, that is, close to the ballistic current of
3.1 mA/μm. This is consistent with the mobility simulations
in [17], where the local phonon-limited mobility is one order
of magnitude larger than the remote phonon-limited one.
Due to the temperature dependence of phonon scattering,
the current depends on temperature and may be affected by
self-heating. The dashed line in Fig. 7 shows that a 100-K
temperature increase lowers the current by ∼10%. Therefore,
while not being totally negligible, self heating does not appear
to be sufficient to explain the discrepancy with the ON-currents
typically reported in experiments.
B. Effect of the Series Resistances
Since the aim of this paper is to assess the ultimate current
drive capability of the intrinsic device and its dependence
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Fig. 10. Dependence of the current I D on the channel length L G in devices
with a perfect alignment between the gate and the S/D extensions, considering
and not considering the scattering mechanisms, for VTG = 0.5 V and
VDS = 0.3 V. Device of Fig. 3(b).

on a few device design options, we have not considered yet
series resistances. To addesss this point, Fig. 9 shows that a
100-μm lumped resistance at the source and drain, significantly reduces the current with respect to the values in Fig. 7,
thus confirming that a low parasitic resistance is crucial to
obtain high performance of the extrinsic device. Furthermore,
the output characteristic is dominated by these resistances and
hardly modulated by the gate voltage, in qualitative agreement
with the experiments.
Consistently with our objective to study the intrinsic device,
however, in the following we will maintain the series resistance
to zero.
C. Effect of Scaling
To study the dependence of the GFET performance on
the channel length L G , we compute the main RF figures
of merit for different gate lengths. We selected the bias by
looking at the 100-nm device of Fig. 7, considering the point
characterized by the minimum output conductance in the case
with the scattering, which is approximately the point with
the maximum intrinsic voltage gain: VDS = 0.3 V and
VTG = 0.5 V (Fig. 7). Fig. 10 shows the dependence of
the drain current I D on the channel length L G with (closed
symbols) or without (open symbols) scattering.
The case without scattering provides a large current essentially independent of the gate length. In the case with
scattering, instead, the current is appreciably lower and
decreases with the increase of the channel length. It is important to note that, in spite of the large low-field mobility
(μ ≈ 4500 [cm2 /(Vs)] for Ns ≈ 3 × 1012 cm−2 as in Fig. 10;
see [14, Fig. 1]), scattering plays a significant role even at
L G = 50 nm.
Fig. 11 shows the simulated unity current gain cutoff
frequency f T , calculated using the quasi-static approach,
particularly

I D 
fT =
(3)
2πQ 
VDS =0.3V

where I D and Q are, respectively, the variations of the
current and of the total charge in the entire device between
two dc simulations calculated considering two different gate
voltages. We found that for L G < 100 nm, the variation of the
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Fig. 11. Dependence of the cutoff frequency f T on the channel length L G
for the same devices and voltages as in Fig. 10. The crosses and the stars are
experimental results for intrinsic devices, respectively, taken from [3] and [33].
The cutoff frequency in [3] is closer to our simulations than the results in [33]
most probably because [3] uses mechanically exfoliated graphene instead of
CVD graphene [33].

charge in the S/D extensions plays a nonnegligible role, so that
models based on 1-D descriptions [5] may overestimate f T .
As shown in Fig. 11, in the ballistic simulations, the f T
is overestimated with respect to the case with scattering.
Local and remote phonons contribute to this result. In fact,
considering the 50- and 100-nm devices biased at VTG = 0.5 V
and VDS = 0.3 V, the f T is, respectively, 708 and 447 GHz
with only local phonons and 632 and 400 GHz with local and
remote phonons, whereas it is close to 1050 and 550 GHz
in the ballistic case. While the current is mainly affected
by the scattering events suffered by the thermal electrons at
the injection point [34]. f T , instead, depends on the velocity
profile along the whole channel. Remote phonons severely
affect cold carrier transport, as demonstrated by their effect on
the low-field mobility [17], whereas, the effect on hot carriers
is smaller. On the other hand, local phonons are more effective
on hot carriers.
The simulated f T with scattering and without series resistances is consistent with the data for the intrinsic device
reported in [3] and [33] after de-embedding of the extrinsic
(test structure) and intrinsic (device) parasitics. In fact, the
f T after de-embedding reported in [3] is consistent with
the estimate of gm /[2π(Cgs + Cgd )] provided in the same
reference.
Liao et al. [3] and Cheng et al. [33] claimed that they could
reach such a high f T because of a perfect alignment between
the gate and S/D extensions. This statement is confirmed by
our simulations, as shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b), reporting the
dependence of I D and f T on the underlap length L und for the
100-nm device: a very strong degradation of both figures of
merit with the underlap length is observed. We note, however,
that the de-embedding procedure used in [3] is different from
the standard [35] and may result in an underestimation of the
gate fringing capacitance. In addition, the difference between
the f T before and after de-embedding is very large, suggesting
that the error bar in the experimental results in Fig. 11 may
be large.
We have repeated our calculations, including series
resistances (not shown): the introduction of a 100-μm
bias-independent series resistance has a strong impact on the
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Fig. 12. Intrinsic voltage gain versus L G calculated for the same devices
of Fig. 10, considering and not considering the scattering mechanisms.
VTG = 0.5 V, and VDS = 0.3 V.

Fig. 13. (a) Drain current I D , (b) cutoff frequency f T , and (c) intrinsic
voltage gain | Av | as a function of the length of the underlap between the
gate and S/D extensions L und for the device with L G = 100 nm [Fig. 3(b)]
considering the scattering mechanisms. VTG = 0.5 V, and VDS = 0.3 V.

performance, decreasing the f T of the 100-nm device from
400 to 28 GHz, in a qualitative agreement with the raw
experimental f T before embedding in [3].
We then study the effect of L G on the transconductance gm ,
output conductance gds, and intrinsic voltage gain calculated
as |Av | = gm /gds . As expected, gm is larger without scattering
(not shown) because the carrier velocity is higher; however,
also gds is higher since the BTBT is stronger (Fig. 7),
thus resulting in a lower |Av | with respect to the case with
scattering (Fig. 12). The intrinsic voltage gain is substantially
larger in the case with scattering but not much larger than
one; thus, adopting alternative device architectures may be
necessary to achieve adequate performance, for example, using
nanoribbons [8] or bilayer graphene [36].
The underlap length L und has a strong influence also on gm ,
gds, and consequently on Av . As shown in Fig. 13(c), |Av | is
degraded as L und increases thus confirming the importance of
an excellent alignment and small gap between the gate edge
and S/D contacts.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a semiclassical model for GFETs, including a simple local model for the BTBT. The model is based
on an original expression of the occupancy terms in the
conduction and valence bands and has been carefully validated
by comparison with ballistic NEGF calculations. The simulator
improves the range of applications of semiclassical MC models
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for the GFETs, and makes them more accurate and generally
applicable to graphene devices, where scattering still plays a
relevant role in determining the performance [13], [14]. The
model is quantitatively reliable in a range of operation, where
the net free carrier charge in the channel is of the same type
as in the highly doped source and drain regions. We found
that scattering has a non-negligible influence on f T , gm , gds,
and |Av | even in 50-nm long devices. In particular, the gds
is lower when including scattering thus partly explaining why
experimental data [32] show output characteristics flatter than
the predictions of ballistic simulations. Simulated f T for the
intrinsic device is in fairly good agreement with the best
reported experimental data. Additional scattering mechanisms
not yet included in our calculations (e.g., electron–electron
scattering and impact ionization [37]) and careful estimation
of series resistances are expected to further improve the match
with reported experiments. More detailed analysis of well
characterized devices would also be useful to understand the
factors limiting the performance of real transistors.

Fig. 14. Sketch of the neutrality point profile in a region with constant
electric field.

In a situation of constant electric field, as in Fig. 14

E + e|F|x = ±h̄v f k x2 + k 2y .
For E = 0, we have
kx =

A PPENDIX
D ERIVATION OF (1)
In the spirit of a local model, we treat each section of the
device as if it were the generic section of an infinitely long
system with the same electric field as in the device section
under consideration. In this way, the BTBT generation rate is
a function only of the local electric field.
To derive the generation rate in such and infinitely long
system, we consider at first a region with uniform field in
between two leads, as depicted in Fig. 14, calculate the current
density per unit energy, JE , and then obtain the generation rate
as G BTBT = |F|JE . The current depends on the number of
available modes. For a given energy E, the lead with the lowest
number of modes (i.e., for which E is closer to the neutrality
point) limits the generation current [24]. Laundauer’s formula
gives
 |k y,max |
e 4
( f v − f c )T (k y )dk y
(4)
JE (E) =
h̄2π 2π −|k y,max |
where T (k y ) is the tunneling probability and the 4 stands
for spin and valley degeneracy. For the structure of Fig. 14,
following [24]:
|k y,max| =

V /2 − |E|
.
h̄v f

(5)

The above condition accounts for the finite availability of
initial and final states due to the finite voltage drop across
the tunneling path. As said above, to obtain a local model,
we should consider an infinitely long system with constant
field. By setting L → ∞, also the voltage drop V between
the leads becomes infinitely large, and so does |k y,max |. As a
result, JE in (4) does no longer depend on E. For simplicity,
we will thus set E = 0.
The tunnel probability is calculated in the WKB approximation
  xr

I m(k x )d x .
(6)
T (k y ) = exp −2
xl


[(e|F|x)/(h̄v f )]2 − k 2y

(7)

(8)

that is imaginary in the interval between xl = −h̄v f k y /(e|F|)
and xr = h̄v f k y /(e|F|). Thus
⎛
⎞
 h̄v f k y /(e|F |)
2
e|F|x
T (k y ) = exp ⎝−2
k 2y −
d x ⎠ (9)
h̄v f
−h̄v f k y /(e|F |)
that gives


T (k y ) = exp −π

k 2y h̄v f
e|F|


.

(10)

Putting all together


 +∞
k 2y h̄v f π
4e|F|
G BTBT ≈
( f v − f c ) exp −
dk y . (11)
(2π)2 h̄ −∞
e|F|
According to the Landauer formalism, the leads are assumed
to be at equilibrium, so that ( f v − fc ) only depends on
E and can be moved out of the integral. This is, however,
an approximation in the MC case where the distributions at
the two extremes of the tunneling path may deviate from
equilibrium.
The analytical evaluation of the integral over k y in (11) then
gives (1). We thus see that (1) accounts for parallel momentum
conservation: electron states with a large k y see a higher
effective tunneling barrier and, because of the exponential
dependence of the tunneling probability on k 2y , they give a
rapidly vanishing contribution to the integral. Consequently,
(1) is expected to be reasonably accurate even for the high
field regions of limited extension occuring in real devices.
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